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A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF TATCHELL

NIRANJAN SINGH

Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 2ane„ to be summable

\A, \,|, whenever 2a„ is convergent, have been obtained. The sufficiency

part of this result has also been improved.

1. Let 2"_0a„ be a given infinite series and let {\n} be a sequence of

nonnegative numbers increasing to infinity. For any k > 0, we write

¿HO- 2 (t-K)\-
K<t

We say that S"_0a„ is summable (R, Xn, k) to S if t~kAk(t) -► S as r -> oo. If,

in addition, t~kAk(t) is of bounded variation in (0, co), we say that the series

2~_oan is summable \R,\,k\ to S. The discontinuous Riesz means

(R*, \, k) are obtained by restricting / to the sequence {X„}. If 2Za„e~x"x is

convergent for all positive x and/(x) = 2a„e_AnJC -* S when x -»0, then we

say that the series 2^L0an ls summable (A, X„) to sum S, and write 2"_0a„ =

5 (A, AJ. When \ = n, the (A, X„) method is the Abel method. The series

2"=0a„ is said to be absolutely summable (A, X„) or summable \A, \\, if the

series ^=0a„e~*"x is convergent for all positive values of x and the sum

function f(x) = 'E^0ane~x"x is of bounded variation in [0, oo). We also

define Ae„ = e„- en+x.

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions on (en) in order that Sa„e„ should

be absolutely Abel summable whenever 2Zan converges were obtained by

Tatchell [3] in 1954 in the form of the following

Theorem. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 1,anen to be summable \A\,

whenever 2a„ is convergent are

2|Ae„|<c», (2.1)

and

2i«g/"<». (2.2)

The object of this paper is to generalize the above theorem by replacing

absolute Abel summability \A\ by summability \A, \,| for any sequence {X„}

satisfying weaker conditions. In what follows we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 2¿i„e„ to be summable

\A, \\, whenever "Zan is convergent, are

2|Ae„|<cc, (2.3)

SW0-*)<«>. (2-4)
where

A. = AnA.+i   and   \.+i = °(K)-

Taking \, = n in our theorem, the above-mentioned theorem of Tatchell

follows as a special case.

3. To prove the theorem we need the following lemmas:

Lemma I. If H(p) = dp is a transformation from a Banach space B to the

space L, and if hx(p) = ap(x) is a continuous linear functional on B whenever

x > 0, then H(p) is a bounded linear operator.

L in this context is really L as defined in Dunford and Schwartz, Linear

operators. I, p. 119.

The proof of this lemma may be found in [4].

Lemma 2. If a sequence {e„} has the property that the function

is defined and has a finite Lebesgue integral on [0, oo), whenever {S„} is a

convergent sequence, then there is a number H such that

tftèrti"-)dx< Hbd\S„

for every convergent sequence {Sn}.

Proof. If

K(S)=\snEn{fxAe-
n = 0 *

X*

is defined whenever S = {Sn) is a convergent sequence, then hx is a linear

functional on the Banach space C. Therefore, by hypothesis, hx is a linear

functional on C whenever 0 < x < oo.

Also by hypothesis

?Mi*-*}
is in the space L whenever S is in C. Hence the lemma follows from Lemma

1.

Lemma 3. If a sequence {p„} of elements in a Banach space B has the

property that there is a number H such that for every nonnegative integer K and
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every set of real numbers 90, 0X, 92, . . . , 9k,

k

2 e%n < H,
\n = 0

then S^=0|/(p„)| < oo, for every linear functional f on B.

Proof. Let/be a linear functional on B, and let 9„ = — arg f(p„).

î\f(pn)\= 2 **/(/>„) < n\\Al
n=0 n=0

whence the result follows.

Lemma 4. The necessary and sufficient conditions that y(a) = '2'k=0gk(a)ck

should tend to a finite limit as a —» co whenever 'Zck is convergent are:

(Ö 2"_„|g*(a) - gk+i(a)\ < M independently ofa>a';

(ii) lim,,^ gk(a) = ßk for every fixed k.

The proof of this lemma may be found in [5].

Lemma 5. A necessary and sufficient condition for Sa„£„ to be summable

(A, X„) whenever 2a„ is convergent is that S|Aen| < oo.

It may be remarked that if we take \, = n we get the following result of

Bosanquet [Proc. London Math. Soc. (2) 50 (1948), Lemma 9].

Lemma A. A necessary and sufficient condition for 2Zanen to be summable (A)

whenever 2<z„ is convergent is that 2|Ae„| < oo.

Proof of Lemma 5. Since 1,anen is summable (A, X„) we have

and

2 anene *"/'   is convergent for / > 0
n = l

lim  2 anene  A"/'   exists.

Applying Lemma 4 we have

00

^ lA^e"*"7')! < M   independently of t > t0.
n = l

This implies that 2^.,|Ae„| < oo.

The proof of the sufficiency part of the lemma is immediate for 2fl„ is

convergent and {e„} is a sequence of bounded variation.

Lemma 6. We have

r\dAe-^\=2(l-pn)(tiny"x-^.
Jo

The proof is simple.
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Lemma 7. If fi„ = X„/X„+x, then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) 2|£„|(1 - A,) < »,
oo2iai-iOfC,/(,"'°<».
Proof. Since 0 < ju» < 1, so e~' < n£»/(X~^) < 1. Hence (i) and (ii) are

equivalent.

Lemma 8. Let M, a be constants with M > I, a > 0 and

(i) a log M < 2ir.

Then for \/M < u < 1 we have |1 - u~ai\/(\ - u) > C, where C > 0 is a

constant (depending on a and M).

Proof. Given (i), the function (1 - u~a')(\ - u)~x is continuous and

nonzero on 1/A/ < u < 1, and has a nonzero limit as u —» 1. This proves the

lemma.

Lemma 9. For k = 1, \R, X„, k\ ~ \R*, X„, k\.

Proof. Let

y(t) = t~k 2 (t - Kfan.
X<t

\R, X„, k\ means that

r°O|í/y(0t< oo. (i)
•'o

\R*, X„, k\ means
00

2 |y(a„)-y(\,+,)|< ». (ii)
n=l

Now if k = 1, then for \, < t < \,+ „

y(') = t 2 (t - aj^K - a - B/t,
1    r = 0

where A = 2"=0fli" B = ^=o\av- Thus, for a given n, A, B are constants

(though their values will vary with ri).

Hence, for a given n, y(t) is monotonie in each interval [X„, \,+1] (increas-

ing if B > 0 and decreasing if B < 0). Hence

/a"+Vy(0Hy(a„+,) - y(M

so that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

Note. It is known [6] that \R, X„, k\ ~ \R*, \, k\ for 0 < k < 1.

Lemma 10. For any k > 0, \R, \,, k\ => \A, \,|.

The proof of this lemma may be found in [7].

4. Proof of the theorem.

Sufficiency. Since 2¿z„ is convergent, by virtue of (2.3) and Abel's test we

see that '2a„ene~x"x is convergent for all positive x, so that writing
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a(x)= S ane„e  *»*,
n = 0

we have

«(*) = 2 SXWKx)>       S„ = a0 + ax + --- +a„
n = 0

oo
= 2 V~W^„ + 2 W*_Vc

n=0 n = 0

= «i(*) + «2(«)   (say)- (4-1)

In order to prove that 2a„e„ is summable \A, \\ it is sufficient to show that

ax(x) and a2(x) are functions of bounded variation on [0, oo), that is to say,

and

Now

r\dax(x)\<n,
Jo

r\da2(x)\
Jo

< 00.

(4.2)

(4.3)

/•oo re

•'0 •'0
df, S„e-^'xàe„

«=o

<2 \Sn\-\Aen\r\de-^<*\
_n •'n«=o

00

<bd|S„|2 |Aen|<oo.
n=0

Also by virtue of Lemmas 6 and 7 and condition (2.4) we observe that

r\da2(x)\=(
Jo Jo

d^SnenAe-^
n = 0

Í 2 \SH\-\e„\r\d^e-
«=o ■'o

<2bd|5„|2N(l-A)^/('^)

-\,*l

n»0

= 2bd|5„| f |e„|(l -jt^X co.
n = 0

This completes the sufficiency part of the theorem.

Necessity. Since summability \A, AJ implies summability (A, XJ, it follows

from Lemma 5 that (2.3) is necessary. Also from (4.1), since (2.3) holds, we

have, as before, /"|¿ia,(x)| < oo.

Since by hypothesis a(x) is of bounded variation it follows that a2(x) is

also of bounded variation. Therefore
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■'O
2 Sa

n = 0
dx

Ae~K*
Jo

-f

dx
2 SnenAe-^

n=0

dx

d^Sne„e-^
n = 0

<   00

for every convergent sequence {S„}. Applying Lemma 2 we have

•'o
2s„

n = 0
dx

dx< Hbd\Sn\

for every sequence {S„}. In particular, we have

df•'o 2 e<\
n=0

dx
Ae~Kx dx< H

for every nonnegative integer k and every set of real numbers 90, 9X,

Again the sequence {en(d/dx)Ae~X"x] E L, and so

^e¡\fxAe-^
n=0 "•*

< H,

by virtue of inequality (4.5). Hence, by Lemma 3 we have

î-\fU4:à0-^)\<to
n=0\    v      ux >\

for every linear functional/on L.

But, for a given bounded measurable complex function ¿>(x),

is a linear functional on L. Therefore

Jr oo
<b(x^(x) dx

0

. Therefore

2|r<K*k-z;Ae-Wx
„=oKo dx

<  00.

This implies that

2 K
n=0

y^î^K'd* <   00.

(4.4)

(4.5)

.,9k.

(4.6)

Since X„+x = 0(X„) so there exists some constant M such that, for all « > 1,

\,+1 < M\. Given this M, choose a > 0 so that a log M < 2m. Then apply

(4.6) with <p(x) = xm. (This choice is suggested by the argument of [3].) Now
Jf 00

<?(x)d(Ae~^x) = r(i + ia)(-K" + KX)
0

= r(i + /a)\I7i(i-Ju>r<»).

But, for sufficiently large n, /t, > 1/M. Hence by Lemma 8,

\f°°$(x)d(Ae-^) > C\Y(l + ia)\(l - uj.
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It therefore follows from (4.6) that 2~=0|e„|(l — fO < oo as required.

5. The sufficiency part of the theorem can be improved. If (2.3) and (2.4)

hold, then, in fact, ~2^=0ane„ is summäble \R, \, 1| whenever "2™=0a„ is

convergent. By Lemma 10 this is stronger than the present result. For

summability \R, X„, 1| implies summability \A, \\ when the (A, \¡) method is

applicable, i.e., whenever

2 wKx (5.1)
n=0

converges for all x > 0. But (2.3) alone is enough to ensure that whenever

2"=rA, converges, 2^L0¿2nen converges, and thus (5.1) certainly converges.

Hence our Theorem 1 can be improved in the following way.

Theorem 2. Conditions (2.3) and (2.4) are sufficient for "Z™=0a„en to be

summable \R,\, 1| whenever 2^=0û„ converges, and necessary for it to be

summable \A,\\ whenever 2*=</*„ converges andXIJ+x = 0(X„).

Proof. In the light of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that 2~_0¿z„e„ is

summable \R, X„, 1| whenever 2"=0a« converges. To prove our assertion it is

enough, by Lemma 9, to consider the discontinuous Riesz means, so write

1      "
tn ■ - T-  2 (\,+i - h)ak£k-

*n+\    k=0

Suppose that S^LrA converges and that (2.3) and (2.4) hold. Suppose

without loss of generality that a0 = 0. Then, for n > 1,

n

K - '«-i - 0A, - l/\,+i) 2 M*«*
k=l

-(1A,-1A,+1) 2 SkXk+xAek + 2 SkekAXk + Snen\
k=\ k=l

= K + c„ + d„   (say).

Supposing that for all n,\S„\ < K, we have

OO 00 00

2|6„|<*2 |Ae*|A*+1    2    (l/\, - l/\,+1)
n=\ k=\ n=k+\

oo

= K2 |Aefc| < oo    by (2.3).
it=l

00 00 00

2K|<*2M|A\| 2 (i/\,-i/\,+1)
n=l k=\ n=k+\

oo

= #2 \tk\i\+\ ~ A*)At+i
k=\

= K 2 K|(l - V\+i) = K 2 MO - A) < »     by (2.4).
k=\ k=\
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2 \dn\<KÏK\K(VK-V\+ô
n=\ n=l

= kÏk\V-K/K+i) = kÎ,K\(i-iu
n=\ n=\

< oo    by (2.4).

Hence the result.
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